Stadium planning
solutions
Total venue access

We make access in
life smart and secure.

Smart design puts masses in seats.
Admitting crowds of spectators into a venue in
a timely manner requires careful planning and
versatile systems—controlling authorized entry
and ensuring safe egress in the event of an
emergency are key. We have a proven track
record of understanding and solving the
complex challenges of venue access. dormakaba
sustainable solutions create a safety-forward
culture at live events that protects fans,
employees, athletes, performers, and property.

Tripod turnstiles
Our tripod turnstiles—
integrated with ticket
readers—are in play at
many major arenas
around the world.
Interior glass systems
For the best seat in the
house, horizontal sliding
glass walls create an
on demand transparent
barrier between outdoor
action and inside seating
— total view in total
comfort.
Full height turnstiles
The full height turnstile
offers controlled access for
large outdoor venue
applications, such as secure
transitions from public
parking and transportation
to stadium grounds and
employee entrances.

Electronic access control
Our solutions effectively control
employee access throughout the
entire complex—including
parking garages, elevators,
player and performer entrances,
and perimeter.

Doors & door hardware
Our selection of hollow
metal doors and frames,
Grade 1 locks, exit
devices, door closers,
hinges, and flat goods
offers a complete
opening solution.

Our extensive product portfolio affords the

Automatic sliding doors
Automatic sliding doors
efficiently manage high
volume foot traffic and
provide ADA-compliant,
barrier-free access so people
and goods can move freely,
safely, and quickly,.

architect, designer, and developer creative and
operational freedom to deliver user
convenience, efficiency, and, above all, safety.
From the sky box to the press box, dormakaba
Half height sensor barriers
Integrated with RFID
readers, our half-height
sensor barriers accommodate unobtrusive access
to VIP areas, executive
offices, or press centers.

has a winning combination of stadium access
solutions that ensure safe, secure, and efficient
movement throughout the venue.
It’s a game-changer!

At the heart of our approach to providing advanced access
solutions is a passion for developing systems that offer a
variety of door hardware and access control options.
Compliant, welcoming, and comfortably accessible building
entrances, perimeter access points, and interior openings
ensure safety and operational efficiency.

Spotlight on horizontal sliding glass walls

Horizontal sliding glass wall systems are ideal for any application where
total vision is required. Glass walls transcend the limitations of fixed
solid walls, multiply your options for designing space, and let daylight
shine through to interior spaces. The purpose may be to link, separate,
add security, provide noise or thermal insulation, or remove barriers.

dormakaba USA Inc.
dormakaba.us/themasses

Smart design begins at dormakaba.
Trust dormakaba for solutions that express your vision
simply and securely. We can assist you with advice on
needs-based planning to timely delivery. Our services
include architectural hardware specifications and
schedules, security coordination, budget preparation,
technical support, warranty, and maintenance.
Call 844.773.2669 for comprehensive project support.
Stadiums featuring dormakaba products
AT&T Stadium, Arlington, TX
Honda Center in Anaheim
San Francisco 49ers Levi’s Stadium
Suite 66, PPG Paint Arena, Pittsburgh
Target Field | Minnesota Twins
Texas A&M Kyle Field
Below and cover:
dormakaba HSW horizontal sliding glass walls
PPG Paint Arena—Pittsburgh, PA
Suite 66 executive seating
Architect—HOK Sport
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About dormakaba
dormakaba is a leading innovator of premium access
solutions that provide safety, security, and unmatched
performance for businesses of all sizes.

